Federal Sentencing: A Judge’s Personal Sentencing Journey
as Told Through Voices of Offenders He Represented and
Sentenced
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Federal sentencing is a tragic mess. Thirty years of conflicting
legislative experiments began with high hopes but resulted in mass
incarceration.2

Federal sentences, especially in drug cases, are all too often bonecrushingly severe. That is especially true for most of the endless
drug offenders I see: non-violent, low-level, long-term and severe
drug addicts. These folks stand before me for sentencing in sharp
contrast to the super violent drug cartel kingpins we read about and
see on television, Netflix, and in the movies.3

This articles tells my journey through the arc of federal
sentencing, mostly from the men and woman I have sentenced
and the over four hundred I have personally visited in federal
prisons while I was a sitting federal district judge.4 This is a
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dramatically different approach from the many law review5 and
other articles and media reports6 about my opposition to the War
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on Drugs and my many criticisms of the bone-crushing severity
of federal sentencing, congressionally mandated mandatory
minimums, and the U.S. Sentencing Commission. Jessica Roth
recently described my decision to speak out about the unfairness
of federal sentencing:
[S]ince at least 2012, Judge Bennett has written
extensively about the need to reform sentencing
policy in a variety of publications and has granted
numerous interviews to journalists. Acknowledging
that “[f]ederal judges have a longstanding culture of
not speaking out on issues of public concern,” he
explained that he was “breaking with this tradition”
because the “daily grist” of unjust mandatory
minimum sentencing for non-violent drug offenders
“compels [him] to.”7
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Many of my judicial decisions also reflected my strong
disagreement with many of the deeply flawed U.S. Sentencing
Commission Guidelines.8
“new” activism hesitantly because she recognizes the term “activism” has “become
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it. I even thought I was at my very best in sentencing, But I have
not missed it for a second, except for the judges I was so
exceptionally fortunate to have as colleagues and the folks I
worked with at the courthouses in our district.
I found the collective weight of so many sentencings more
emotionally draining and soul robbing than the deaths of my
son, all my siblings and my parents. My decision to retire freed
me from being a cog in the nations’ machinery of injustice driven primarily by nonsensical and politically motivated
congressionally mandatory minimum sentences and
extraordinary harsh federal sentencing guidelines. One of my
friends commented to me recently that he had not seen me so
happy since my days of practicing law. I am not asking for
sympathy just understanding. Nobody forced me to take what is
considered one of finest legal jobs in the country, a job that
outsiders will mark as the pinnacle of the arc of my legal career.
This article follows my presentation at the Washington & Lee
Journal of Civil Rights and Social Justice 2019 Annual
Symposium: Issues in Federal Sentencing: Privilege, Disparity,
and a way Forward. I know something of privilege, white
privilege, I have been the beneficiary of it - all of my life. I grew
up in an upper middle class family in a white neighborhood in
St. Paul, Minnesota with few wants. My elementary and junior
high school were 100% white. Yet, my parents were strong civil
rights proponents and taught me that everyone on life’s journey
was a son or daughter of a higher being and entitled to be treated
with dignity and respect. They fought innumerable battles for
my younger brother, David, who was born with severe mental
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retardation and cerebral palsy. I saw warriors for justice firsthand. I lived with them and loved them deeply. They have long
since passed but they remain my role models and heroes. The
title of the panel I was on for the 2019 Annual Symposium
included the phrase “Dignity in the Courtroom” and it was my
highest aspiration, not always obtained that offenders be treated
with unparalleled dignity.
From the macro lens in addition to the severity of federal
sentencing the racial disparity in federal sentencing is also
deeply troubling. A recent finding by the United States
Sentencing Commission, utilizing sophisticated multivariate
regression analysis, found that “Black male offenders continued
to receive longer sentences than similarly situated White male
offenders.”9 The Commission found that “Black male offenders
received sentences on average 19.1 percent longer than similarly
situated White male offenders”10 during fiscal years 2012-2016).
The vignettes you are about to read are both real and fictional.
Real in the sense that everything you read actually happened.
Fictional in the sense that most of the names, places and voices
are composites of real events in my nearly quarter century of
federal sentencing.
Dashaun Roberts. I met my young lawyer, Mark W. Bennett,
several times before my sentencing. The first time was in the
Polk County Jail in 1975, immediately after my arrest for
delivery of a few small rocks of crack that I had rocked up for a
9
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dime bag of cocaine. He seemed so young but knowledgeable
and enthusiastic. He was court-appointed and I had no money to
hire a more experienced lawyer. He told me he was on the
Criminal Justice Act11 list for court appointed lawyers in the
Southern District of Iowa. He knew a lot about the judge my
case was assigned to and was sure he could spring me at my
detention hearing in two days. He told the nice female
Magistrate that I grew up in Des Moines, dropped out of North
H.S. in the 11th grade to work to help support my mom and
younger siblings. Just like he told me the Magistrate released me
on my own recognizance bond. In several meeting in his law
office we went over the government’s evidence, explored
potential defenses (there were none that we thought would
work) and I decided to plead guilty because Bennett said I
would get probation for 2-3 years and no prison time. At my
sentencing, I was worried Bennett didn’t know what he was
talking about but the federal judge came through just like
Bennett had predicted.
I got charged again with possession with intent to deliver crack
in 1988 and this time I retained Bennett. He explained about the
new Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, that had just taken effect
and that things would be very different this time. There were
now mandatory federal sentencing Guidelines created by the
new United States Sentencing Commission. He was right about
things being very different. When he explained Acceptance of
Responsibility and Obstruction of Justice and if we went to trial
and I testified the crack on the seat next to me in my car was not
11
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mine and I was convicted and if the judge did not believe me
which would be likely if the jury didn’t and convicted me
Bennett explained what he called a “five point swing” – losing
three point for Acceptance of Responsibility and getting and
addition two points for Obstruction of Justice that would add
nearly 60 months onto my sentence. We took the plea bargain
and I was sentenced to 38 months in federal prison.
Anthony Jones. I only met Judge Bennett once back in the early
2000s when I was serving a lengthy federal sentence for crack
cocaine distribution in the Kansas City area. I was imprisoned at
the Federal Bureau of Prisons facility, Terminal Island, in Long
Beach, Calif. Yeah, what a terrible name for a prison. It was a
routine day just like every other one and early in the afternoon I
got as kite from the warden’s office to see if I was willing to
meet with a fellow who was touring the prison and wanted to
talk to a few inmates about life inside this joint. The warden’s
office said no staff would be present because the guy wanted our
straight scoop. I agreed and was taken to a small room where
two other inmates from different cell blocks were seated. I
recognized both, a Hispanic gang-banger from East LA with
prison tats over his entire body and face. I didn’t know his real
name but his prison gang name was “El Salivotas” (the Drooler)
because part of his face was paralyzed in a prison knife fight.
The other guy was an Anglo meth dealer who goes by LA Ice. I
was the only Black con in the room. The door opens suddenly
and this middle-aged casually dressed Anglo walked in and
smiled and held out his hand to each of us to shake our hands
and said simply “my name is “Mark” and I am here to ask about
9

your experiences with the federal criminal justice system and
your incarceration here at Terminal Island. May I sit down in the
empty chair? What are your names?” After we gave him our
names he called each of us by our first name and asked that we
use his first name “Mark.” The he said: “To make full disclosure
my name is Mark Bennett and I am a U.S. district judge from
the Northern District of Iowa and I am here for the sole purpose
of asking each of you if you are willing to help me become a
better judge by sharing your criminal justice and personal stories
with me.” The next 90 minutes were gone in a flash. Question
after question by Judge Bennett about our lives growing up; any
role models in the community; early criminal activity; how we
got caught on our latest federal crime; what we thought of the
legal process; our defense lawyers; the prosecutors; the U.S.
probation Officers; the sentencing judge;the length of our
sentences; safety and programing in Terminal Island; and our
hopes for the future. When Judge Bennet said it was time to
wrap up and for him to leave, I started sobbing, uncontrollably.
Judge Bennett placed his hand on my knee as asked in a soft
voice “Tony, did I say something to upset you?” After I caught
my breath I was able to mumble; “No, it’s just in my wildest
dreams I never thought I would be in a small room with a
federal judge and he would ask my opinions about things.”
As I left Terminal Island my mind was swimming with
information from the inmates. That last contact with Tony and
his sobbing left an indelible impression on me and was mostly
what I was thinking about as I traveled back to Iowa the next
day. It was on that plane ride home that I decided visiting
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offenders that I had sentenced would be an important piece of
gleaning a deeper understanding of the federal criminal justice
system. It wasn’t until many years later, when I watched a
YouTube video12 by Bryan Stephenson, founder and executive
director of the Equal Justice Initiative, titled The Power of
Proximity13 that I began to fully appreciate how and what the
offenders taught me. It was by being proximate with offenders I
had sentenced, in their environments, not mine, where my real
education took place.
David Johnson and 30 or so Other Offenders at the Federal
Prison in Yankton, South Dakota.
The federal prison camp in Yankton, S.D. was a federal prison I
liked to recommend to the Bureau of Prisons, especially for
non-violent drug addict offenders serving a sentence of less than
120 months (non-violent and less than 120 months requirements
for admission). Not only was it the closest federal prison to Iowa
but it had one of the largest 500-hour residential drug treatment
program in the BOP. Residential in the sense that all of the
offenders going through the drug treatment program lived in the
same cellblock for the length of the program. My first visit there
was shortly after my visit to Terminal Island. I communicated
with the Warden to set up the visit. There were over 30
12
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offenders in the room that I had sentenced. I pride myself in
getting anyone, including strangers to tell me about their life
stories. As I stood in front of room I could not get any kind of
response from the offenders. So I asked point blank: “Why is
nobody speaking?” No one initially responded then an offender I
recognized because I had recently sentenced him, David
Johnson, raised his hand and said: “Judge, ain’t you here to raise
our sentences?” That caught me off-guard because I had not
anticipated it. I assured the offenders that “I could neither raise
nor lower their sentences.” Once that was out of the way, the
offenders were incredibly curious and talkative. Curious as to
why I was there to meet with them and anxious to ask questions
from everything about my expectations for the on supervised
release (the relatively new name for what replaced parole) to
advice on parenting. After I met with the offenders in a group I
then met with anyone individually who wanted to meet with me.
Steven Spears. My name Steve Spears and I was sentenced by
Judge Bennett in 2006? For possession with intent to deliver
crack cocaine. Judge Bennett announced in my sentencing that
he disagreed with the U.S. Sentencing Guideline that created the
100-1 disparity between crack and powder cocaine that treated
one gram of crack as equal to 100 grams of powder cocaine.
Under this 100-1 ratio the U.S. Probation office determined my
original guideline sentencing range was 324 to 405 months.
Judge Bennett then rejected the 100-1 ratio and adopted a 20-1
ratio. Judge Bennett indicated that this reduced my guideline
range to 210-262 months. Because I also had a twenty year
mandatory minimum sentence Judge Bennett sentenced me to
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the minimum he could - 240 months. It then gets complicated
and this is what I came to understand by reading the various
court decisions that followed and explained to me by my new
lawyers. My original lawyer was didn’t even ask the judge to
reduce my sentence, Judge Bennett did that on his own. The
Eighth Circuit, en banc, reversed Judge Bennett and remanded
for resentencing, holding that there was no authority that
authorizes district courts to reject the 100:1 ratio and use a
different ratio in sentencing defendants for crack cocaine
offenses.”14 My new lawyers appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court and it reversed the 8th Circuit and remanded it back to
them.15 The 8th Circuit again, en banc, reversed Judge Bennett
and remanded it back to him to resentence me to the higher
guideline range of 324-405.16 I appealed again to the U.S.
Supreme Court and they reversed the 8th Circuit yet again and
confirmed that Judge Bennett had the right to disagree with the
100-1 ratio and substitute a 20-1 ratio.17
Hector Rodriguez. My name is Hector Rodriguez. In 2014,
after serving forty-eight months in federal prison I ran into my
sentencing judge, Judge Mark W. Bennett, at a local Walmart in
Sioux City, Iowa on a busy Saturday afternoon. When I saw him
in an isle I ran up to him asked if he was Judge Bennett, he said
“Yes,” I introduced myself as a person he had sentenced and
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reached out my hand to shake his. He warmly shook my hand
with both his hands and asked “Hector, what did I sentence you
for and for how long, and how long have you been out.” I
responded: “You gave me forty-eight months for a drug
conspiracy case but the prosecutors had asked for 150 months. I
have been out for four years and successfully completed my
thirty-six months of supervised release without a problem.”
Judge Bennett congratulated me on my success. I told him “It
meant a lot to me when you came and visited me in federal
prison to see how I was doing and actually sat next to me during
the noon meal and asked all about my family. I was shocked to
see you.” After you left I knew I was not going to disappoint
you when I got out. “Judge Bennett, my wife and two daughters
are in the isle looking at pots and pans would you wait here
while I get them, I would love for them to meet you.” Judge
Bennett: “I would be honored to meet your family, Hector.” He
then met my family and gave my wife and daughters big hugs
and told them how important their support for me was in my
rehabilitation and me becoming a productive member of society.
We all parted ways with tears of joy in our eyes. When Judge
Bennett had sentenced me years earlier I was stunned when at
the end of the sentencing he came off the bench, walked over to
where I had been sitting next to my defense counsel and shook
my hand. I was in leg and arm irons so it was difficult but he did
shake my hand. He said in a soft voice: “Hector, you are a good
man, father and husband, who made some very bad choices. I
hope you will take advantage of the educational and work skills
classes in prison and become the productive member of society
that your family and I hope for you.” He then turned to walk
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back to his chambers. My defense lawyer to me that he forgot to
tell me Judge Bennett usually does this. He wants to say
something positive as the last person in the free world I would
see for many years, my lawyer explained.
First visit to inmates I sentenced in Yankton
Hugs in the courtroom
Allocution
Child porn case
Violent offender
Victim Allocution
Mandatory minimum
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